Booz Allen Hamilton Sponsorship Program for Women in Europe

Booz Allen Hamilton, a global strategy and technology consulting firm, works with clients to deliver results that endure. We provide services to major international corporations and government clients around the world.

Booz Allen's major areas of expertise include:

- Strategy
- Organization and Change Leadership
- Operations Strategy
- Information Technology Strategy

With employees on six continents, the firm generates annual sales of $3 billion.

Our clients, employees, and communities recognize us as a firm with:

- A long and successful history of achievement in both private and public sectors
- A corporate culture centered on the core values of professionalism, fairness, integrity, respect, trust, client service, diversity, entrepreneurship, excellence, and teamwork
- Leaders — past and present — with vision and integrity
- A professional excellence awards program that rewards outstanding teamwork in support of clients
- A commitment to supporting diversity in our workforce
- A legacy of corporate social responsibility that gives back to the communities in which we work

Upon final selection, Booz Allen Hamilton will support qualified female students, who have agreed to work in one of the firm's European offices for the summer, and who have enrolled to study at one of the following business schools:

- Columbia
- Harvard
- IESE
- INSEAD
- Kellogg
- London Business School
- MIT Sloan
- NYU Stern
- Stanford
- Oxford/Said
- University of Chicago
- Wharton

The sponsorship includes:

- Full payment of first year tuition
- Coverage of books and study materials up to USD 2000
- Summer Associate position in a European office

Upon successful completion of the Summer Associate Programme, an offer for full-time employment may be made. Candidates that receive and accept such an offer will also be eligible for sponsorship of the second year of their MBA.

visit us on the web: www.boozallen.com/mba

Questions & Answers

Who can apply?
Any female, who has enrolled to study at one of the designated business schools and who has a strong interest in working in one of our European offices for the summer.

Language Requirements?
In addition to being fluent in English, you should be able to conduct business in the language of your preferred office.

Work Permit?
Definitely a plus, but not a requirement.

Application Deadlines?
- September Starters: June 1st
- January Starters: Oct 1st

How do I apply?
To request an application and more detailed information about the sponsorship, contact Alison Devey at:

Booz Allen Hamilton
7 Savoy Court
Strand
London WC2R OJP
United Kingdom

Booz | Allen | Hamilton
strategy and technology consultants to the world

Amsterdam | Berlin | Copenhagen
Düsseldorf | Frankfurt | Göteborg
Helsinki | London | Madrid | Milan
Munich | Oslo | Paris | Rome
Stockholm | Vienna | Warsaw | Zurich